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Address by the Ambassador of Italy Gianluigi Benedetti  
on the occasion of the dinner in honor of Professor Giancarlo Elia Valori 

Tel Aviv, June 28, 2021 

 
 
Dear friends and guests, 
 
Welcome to the Residence of the Italian Ambassador to Israel. 
My wife Sabina and I are very pleased to host you tonight for a 
dinner in honor of Professor Valori.  
 
During my service in Israel, his lucid and in-depth analyses has 
offered me - and many, many others, of course - enlightening 
perspectives on the complex dynamics of the Middle East. Dear 
Elia, for this reason, as well as for your sincere friendship, I am 
very grateful to you. 
 
Tomorrow the new book by Professor Valori, “Geopolitics of the 
New Middle East”, will be presented in Tel Aviv. That is only the 
most recent, but I am sure not the last, of the countless 
achievements of his long and intense career as scholar.  
 
His publications have always been widely appreciated by the 
Italian and international audience. The contribution he offered 
to the academic debate has aroused admiration and interest on 
a global scale, as testified by the invitations by many 
international prestigious educational institutions.  
 
In the cultural field, he also received from UNESCO the 
appointment of “Ambassador of Good Will”, for his commitment 
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to the dissemination and promotion of the heritage of 
knowledge in the most noble meanings. 
 
Prof. Valori is also a great friend of Israel as you all well know. 
 
His deep and intense ties with Jerusalem are well proved by his 
personal and close friendship with President Peres and with 
many representatives of the Israeli leadership.  
 
His bonds with the Jewish Communities in Italy and around the 
world have also been very strong. In this vein, I wish to mention 
the opening of the “Ben Gurion Center” at Peking University in 
Beijing, his Chair for Studies on Peace and International 
Cooperation at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the 
awarding of Sir Moses Montefiore Prize, one of the highest 
recognition of the Jewish world attributed by the World Centre 
for Religious Services for the Diaspora.  
 
Let me finally spend a few words to try to summing up 50 years 
that Prof. Valori spent as one of the top Italian managers in both 
the public and the private sectors.  
 
He was able to reach the apical position of many companies and 
organizations, such as Gruppo Autostrade, Sirti Internazionale, 
Italstrade, SME (Società Meridionale di Elettricità), G.S.-Società 
Generali Supermercati, IGI (Istituto Grandi Infrastrutture), Blu 
(mobile phone operator), Unione Industriali di Roma and many 
others.  
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Among his several current positions, he leads the International 
World Group, “La Centrale International”, the Italian Delegation 
of the Fondazione Abertis and Huawei Technologies Italia. 
 
Having said all this, let me conclude by thanking you, dear Elia, 
for your precious commitment to building bridges for dialogue, 
mutual enrichment, peace among peoples and in particular 
between Italy and Israel.  
 
To use one of the most loved expressions by our Israeli friends, 
all I can say to Professor Valori, from the bottom of my heart, is 
“Kol Hakavod”!  
 
I wish you the best of success for your new book and all your 
future endeavors.  


